Y.H.R.I.M. Newsletter
15th Day - 12th Month - 5994s.c.

Shabbat Shalom Kol Yisrael,
At the going down of the sun last evening, began the 15th Day Shabbat of the
12th Month of the Year 5994 Since the Creation of Ahdam/Adam.
In Accordance with Yahuahs Word written in Beresheeth/Genesis 1:14 Tehillim/Psalms 19:1- 4 - Schmuel Bet/2nd Samuel 11:1 - Divre Hayamim
Aleph/1st Chronicles 20:1, and other verses.
As the Moon began to rise, and as the Sun was going down, Together These being
Yahuahs Two Witnesses in the Shamayim/Heavens, Have Spoken Forth and
Declared that there will be a 13th Month this Year.
For those who say "There is no such thing as a 13th month" then you can go tell Yahuah that He did not give
Ezekiel enough days, during the time period and Dates that is Explicitly written, to fulfill what He
Commanded Him to do.
The teaching: "Is there a 13th Month Shown in Scripture? Yes!" Can be found here:
http://www.yhrim.com/The_13th_month_is_in_Scripture_-_Updated_11-5994.pdf
Along with the other Proof that is hidden in the Sign given to HizqiYahu/Hezkiah:
http://www.yhrim.com/Hizqiyahu_the_Sun_Dial_of_Ahaz___the_29-30_day_month_-_Updated_12-5994.pdf

The Declaration Speech from BOTH Witnesses can be seen below in these photos.
We used our Military Sighting Compass to get the Exact East and West Directions.
I would have liked to photograph the compass showing the direction, but when trying to
capture the compass in the photo (which is very close to the camera), while the
camera is focused on the sun or moon and the horizon (which is very distant), the
compass blurs out and you cannot see the dial, due to the focal length of the lens.
So the best that I could do, was after we took the photos, I have went back and added
a line to mark the East and West directions, using objects in the photo as our markers.
Also because the moon was somewhat faint in the photo due to clouds, we added an
arrow pointing to the moon.
Also the Sun set directly behind a tree, so we added an arrow to point to it as well.
Note: Both of these Photos were taken with a few minutes of each other, at the going
down of the sun/sunset which began the 15th Day Shabbat of the 12th Month of
5994sc.

First we look at the Sun as it is Going Down:

As you can easily see, the sun still has a ways to go Before it can **Turn** or Cross
over its Primary Direction West. The sun is currently setting at approximately
258° Degrees North West.
Direct West is 270° Compass Degrees. So the sun still has to move at least
12° degrees before it can **Turn** over its Primary Direction West, which it cannot do
in two weeks time.
Meaning that this **Turn of the Year** can NOT Occur in the two weeks that is left in
this month.
With this knowledge, the Sun is Declaring and Speaking Forth that there will be a
13th Month this Year. Which during the 13th month, the Sun Will have moved and
**Turned** over Direct West, and will continue in its Northward Progression.

Now that is ONE Witness, but we must have TWO.
So lets continue and Read to see what the Moon has to say.

Looking at the Moon as it is Rising / Coming Up:

Even though this was 10-15 minuets after the moon had first risen at the horizon, as
we were unable to see it due to clouds until this time, it is still very evident that it is far
being **Turned** over its Primary Direction of East. Direct East is 90° Compass
Degrees. According to computer data, the moon rose at approx 78° Compass
Degrees on the horizon. Meaning, it too has approximately 12° Degrees before it
**Turns** over its primary direction of East.
Note: In this photo the moon has already risen about 5°-6° degrees above the horizon, yet it is still
easily seen as approx 5° degree from east.

Additional Note: Unlike the sun, who's farthest Northward Progression to its farthest
Southward progression, takes an entire year to complete its cycle. The Moon
travels from its farthest Northward Progression to its farthest Southward Progression,
in Only One Months Time. Because of this, the moon can only be read when it is full
moon, around the time of the 15th day Shabbat.

By Reading the Sun and Moon for all day and times, and by Reading the "Turn of
the Year", we are able to know and understand if a year contains 12 months, or if it
contains 13 months.
No Man can add a 13th month whenever they want.
Barley being "Green Ears" or "Aviv" does NOT Determine when a Year Begins or Ends.
The word "Aviv" is ONLY a Name that Yahuah assigned to the first month of the year, which
basically means "when things turn green" which most people today call "Spring". You cannot take a
single Word, and build an entire doctrine on it, with no other Scriptures to back it up!

ONLY Yahuah controls HIS Calendar, and ALL of His Times.
So The Year Can ONLY Be Determined by What He Assigned and Laid Out Explicitly
in Beresheeth/Genesis 1:14, which is then backed-up and proved along with
many other verses.
It is Spoken Forth By His Two Witnesses, the Sun and Moon. And Together they
Declare the Year, just like they Declare Together All Other Days and Times. They
are Echad/Two Being Made as One in Unity, and can Not Be "Divorced" or done
away with by man, as some now teach.
If you do not understand how to Read the "Scriptural Turn of the Year" so that you are
not reliant upon software, 'equinox', and other man made calculations. Then you need
to study the teaching titled: "How To Correctly Read & Determine The True Turn Of
The Year" The Direct Link to this teaching is:
http://www.yhrim.com/The_Turn_of_the_Year.pdf

Shabbat Shalom,
Yahushua ben Moshe EliYahu
Our Website: www.YHRIM.com
Fellowship Network: http://restorationofyisrael.ning.com
Our Facebook Current Event Info Page: http://www.facebook.com/yahushua.benmosheeliyahu
"No Scripture Ever Contradicts another Scripture, if it seems to we just need to adjust our perspective until we can see
them clearly. Unless you can use All of Yahuahs Word without throwing any out, you can't Teach that subject Fully or
Correctly."

Ahmos /Amos 9:9-11 "For, see, I will command, and I will sift Beit Yisrael among all nations, like corn is sifted in a sieve,

yet the least kernel of grain shall not fall upon the earth. 10 All the sinners of My people shall die by the sword, who say,
The evil shall not overtake nor find us. 11 In that day I will raise up the Sukkah of David that has fallen, and close up the
breaches of it; and I will raise up its ruins, and I will rebuild it as in the days of old:”
Luka/Luke 21:28 “And when these things begin to come to pass, then look up, and lift up your heads; for your
Geulah/Redemption draws near.”
Hoshea/Hosea 14:1-9 “4 I will heal their backsliding, I will love them instantly: for My anger will be turned away from
him.”
----------------------------------
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